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LIFE DESIGNED FOR THE OUTDOORS

Maximize the comfort and  
functionality of your outdoor 
living space year round.

Whether merrily entertaining or in quiet sanctuary, 

the Equinox® Louvered Roof enriches your lifestyle. 

The louvers move at your command for full sun, 

filtered shade, or solid rain protection, allowing you 

to bring your living space outdoors. No matter what 

the occasion, live life uninterrupted.
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GET-TOGETHERS MADE BETTER
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GET-TOGETHERS MADE BETTER

Gather friends and family without the worry of 
weather.

The Equinox® Louvered Roof system has been designed for homeowners who  

have a passion for entertaining. The weather need not be a factor in planning 

an event or enjoying the outdoors on a whim. The Equinox® Louvered Roof 

blocks the sun’s powerful rays or unexpected rain showers. Your guests and 

family will always be protected no matter what the occasion, a gala, a family 

night or an intimate dinner for two.
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PURPOSE ALIGNS WITH STYLE

A private room with a view Wide open rooftop spaces
Equinox Louvered Roof allows for dual systems. Keep the whole 

family happy with total flexibility of sunlight and shade coverage.

Design Details: louvers, columns and beams in sandstone 

“When I saw the Equinox system, I decided it would be a perfect 
fit, because we can adjust and filter the light in summer and 
winter. Having the louvers, the air circulates all the time. It’s 
always a peaceful and refreshing place to sit. The Equinox system 
was the best investment I have put into my home, the one that as 
the most value to me.”

- Homeowner, Arizona
 

An Equinox Louvered Roof system is ideal for many applications, 

including cozy dining spaces that allow for fabulous entertaining.

Design Details: louvers in sandstone with beams columns in bronze

“I was on the search for awnings that could protect company. 
We loved the design and versatility of the Equinox system and 
it’s ability to activate with a wireless remote connected to a solar 
panel motor. We also really appreciate the low maintenance 
aspect.  The Equinox system gave us what we needed. It allows us 
to enjoy our patio in every kind of weather without rushing dinner 
due to surprise showers.“

- Homeowner, Georgia   
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PURPOSE ALIGNS WITH STYLE

Privacy with comfort Form with function
Not only ideal for ceiling applications, Equinox Louvered Roof is also 

ideal for side wall ventilation and lighting. 

Design Details: louvers in white and columns in custom green

“Equinox has allowed us to add another room to our house, an-
other living area. We can adjust the louvers to direct the light and 
breeze, or allow complete coverage when it rains. It has given us 
options that we would not have had otherwise. We have been just 
delighted with the product and what it’s given to us, allowing us 
to expand our space and enjoy the outdoors.”

Homeowner, California  

An Equinox Louvered Roof system creates a year round open air 

living space, providing additional get-a-way space when needed.

Design Details: louvers in sandstone and beams in bronze 

“We love to entertain. Our patio was too hot in the summer. We 
decided to get an arbor. My wife liked the open arbor and I liked 
the closed type. We saw Equinox and thought it would be the 
best of both worlds. It’s the best thing we ever did. It made it so 
much cooler; but ever better, we can enjoy the outdoors when it’s 
pouring down rain. It’s so beautiful. We really enjoy this system.”

 Homeowner, Florida  
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LIFE DESIGNED FOR “OOHS” AND “AAHS”

Engineered for unparalleled control.

Equinox Louvered Roof is manufactured with quality elements, 

precision engineering, and aesthetic options to fulfill your dreams of 

the ultimate outdoor space. Our patio system is strong and conforms 

to nearly all wind and snow load requirements. The louvers are 

versatile to integrate flawlessly into any architectural style, such as 

gable roofs, bay windows, doors, or angled roofs and walls.
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FUNCTIONALITY BONDS WITH PERFORMANCE

=

Precision Engineered Motor and Louvers 

A complex system of rotating gears drives the louvers into the perfect position for ventilation, sun 

blocking or rainfall protection. Designed with extruded aluminum and stainless steel components the 

system is strong, lightweight and durable. The low maintenance louvers can be positioned anywhere 

within their 160° range of motion for the exact amount of protection or ventilation desired. 
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FUNCTIONALITY BONDS WITH PERFORMANCE

Remote Control

With the touch of a button, a convenient remote control easily rotates the patio 

system louvers from fully opened to a solid roof in a matter of moments. While 

enjoying quiet days lounging outside, you can adjust your patio’s louvers to 

protect your eyes and skin when the sun is at its full height. 

Solar Battery

Drawing, storing, and converting the sun’s energy, the battery cell powers the 

motor that rotate the louvers. Combined with the remote control, the louvered 

roof needs no wiring and uses no power from the home. It is both renewable and 

sustainable. The Equinox Louvered Roof solar battery is securely mounted in a 

discreet and sunny corner of your patio. Non-solar battery pack systems are also 

available. 

Built-in Gutters

One of the more ingenious features of the Equinox Louvered Roof system is its 

built-in gutter system. At installation, the louvered roof is precisely angled to 

ensure that rainwater flows into the gutters along the perimeter of the system. 

When coupled with downspouts, the water flows down and out away from your 

home, keeping all under the roof dry and comfortable.

10-Year Warranty

Equinox Louvered Roof systems are made to last. Equinox Louvered Roof is made 

from all metal components providing greater durability than traditional patio 

covers. Unlike plastic or fabric, our metal components will perform in both heat 

and rain environments. We are committed to bringing you products of the highest 

quality and value.
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Colors and finishes:
Available in white, sandstone and clay the Equinox 

Louvered Roof system enhances outdoor living areas. 

Virtually any material and finish can be applied to the 

Equinox Louvered Roof frame to achieve your desired 

look and feel. 
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CREATE YOUR DREAM 
OUTDOOR LIVING 
SPACE
Envision your Equinox Louvered Roof system 

complementing your home and lifestyle. Applications 

include patios, decks, spas, swimming pools, outdoor 

kitchens, BBQ areas, gazebos, courtyards, entryways or 

anywhere that sun, light and weather control is desired. 

To start planning your project, visit EquinoxRoof.com. 

View our gallery and visualizer for more inspiration.

Personalize with design     
options:
Customized columns and beams provide options 

that complement you home’s style. Round, tapered, 

square, and fluted are just a few possibilities.

Consider a designer fan or a recessed lighting 

system. Fans and lights can both be wired into your 

Equinox Louvered Roof for the total experience.

Radiant heat and misting systems can easily be 

integrated into your patio system to provide comfort 

to your guests during warm days and cool nights 

Visualize the Possibilites


